


This project was paid for, in part,
by a grant from the State Historical Fund

from the Colorado Historical Society.

Welcome to Roberts Cabin on the South Park 
Ranger District of the Pike  National Forest.
For information please feel free to  contact

us at the forest service office in Fairplay:

South Park Ranger District
320 Hwy 285
Fairplay CO 80440
719/836-2031
Open M-F   Oct - Mid May,
M-Sat, Memorial Day - Sept
8am -  4:30pm

Many thanks to the Greater Arkansas River 
Nature Association for their efforts in securing 

the grant and providing the map frame 
and artifact display unit.



Roberts Cabin is located on what is 
historically known as the Peabody Site.  
Although associated with the Fred 
Roberts Claim, perhaps the Peabodys' 
were more well known for having several 
additional claims and later another ranch
in the Como vicinity.  After construction 
of the railroad over Boreas in 1882,  the 
site became known as Peabody Siding. 

 
Little is known about the construction 
and original use of this cabin.  It is 
thought to have been built originally in 
the early 1870s as a one-story stable.  
The stable would have been conven-
iently located along the wagon road 
over Boreas Pass to Breckenridge. 

By 1880 the structure was known as Fred Roberts' Cabin.   If you 
look closely, there are added timbers on either side of the door to 
narrow the entrance.   Also, notice the different notching techniques 
in the second story construction.  The upper story appears to have 
been added - perhaps when the "stable" was converted to a home.  
The original floor was bare dirt and the wooden floor was added 
during restoration in 1992.   The  original stove was thought to have 
been located to the left of the doorway as you entered.

Fred Roberts started leaving tracks in  Park County  as early as 
1869.   He was originally from England according to the  1880  Park 
County census.  This census also shows that Fred Roberts  lived with 
George Barrett,  the latter's wife Lucy, their sons Charles and 
Eldridge,  and daughter Mary.   There appears to have been an 
addition to the cabin on the east wall about this time;  perhaps the
addition alleviated what would have been crowded living condi-
tions.  This group still lived together according to the 1885 census;  
however another miner had moved in and George's eldest son 
apparently moved away.   (An interesting side note is that Mary's 
name was changed to Ethel on this census.)

Perhaps one of these men was Fred Roberts or George Barrett.

Clues that give historians this evidence 
include the remnants of a manger (feed 
trough for stock) built against the east 
wall.   No longer visible after reconstruc-
tion, this manger may have been intended
ded for small draft animals (perhaps bur-
ros), as the ceiling is relatively low, use by 
other stock animals would have been 
difficult.   Local prospectors preferred
 burros to horses because they were 
 more sure-footed in the mountainous 
terrain and cost less to maintain.

dovetail notching
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If panning away from a stream or lake, work over a 
washtub or other container of water large enough that 
the loaded pan can be submerged and, ideally, 
manipulated in it.  This not only facilitates the 
panning but prevents having to pour water into the 
pan, permits filling the pan higher, and provides a 
trap for the tailings if desired.
  

3.)

The pan should be filled about level full or a 
little less.  Avoid heaping it with gravel.  In 
some cases a sieving screen or "grizzly" 
can be used to eliminate coarse rock or 
woody material from entering the pan.  Common 
screen sizes are one-quarter inch to one-half inch.

  

4.)

Throughout the panning operations you will be discarding portions 
of the material in the pan.  You should watch this material in the pan.  
You should watch this material and examine any fragments that has 
an unusual shape or color or is unusually heavy.  With very rare good 
fortune you might find a nugget or a gold-bearing fragment of vein 
quartz.  More probably you may encounter a cut nail or a metal, glass 
or porcelain artifact.
  

5.)

HOW  TO  PAN  FOR  GOLD
Colorado Geological Survey, Information Series 33 -  
Gold Panning and Placering in Colorado, How and Where 
by Ben H Parker Jr.

Gold panning is like bicycle riding - easily learned but 
hard to describe.  It is most readily learned by watching 
and panning beside an experienced panner, but following
these suggestions you can teach yourself and soon begin 
to pan well:

If panning in a stream or lake, pan where the water is shallow
but the pan can be held and shaken under water.  If in a stream,
water must be only gently moving, so that the contents of the pan
will wash out.  Ideally the water will be four to six inches deep, so
that the pan can be rested on the bottom.
  

Panning is most comfortably done sitting on a rock in the stream,
holding the pan between the knees.  Some panners will hold one
arm and the pan between their knees and one arm reaching 
under a knee to the pan.  The first position is easier with a 
"half-size" pan;  the "standard" pan requires the second, 
especially if the panner is small.  It is less comfortable to 
squat beside the stream, leaning over to pan.  Knee-high 
rubber boots are a plus, and fishing waders are good for 
working and squatting in foot-deep water.

1.)

2.)
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Panning for gold in 1934.

Roberts
Cabin
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COOLEY'S  TARRYALL  PLACER

Early in 1941, brothers C. G. and L. M. Cooley launched the Tarryall Placer mining operation at Como, 
Colorado.  Part of the nearly abandoned railroad town of Como was purchased for a headquarters site.  
The roundhouse was converted to a warehouse, the hotel was rebuilt to provide offices and a clubroom,
and several residence buildings were renovated and modernized to house staff members.

The Tarryall placer deposits, named for the creek where they occur, were located on the Peabody and 
Cline ranches.  This is the area across the road from Roberts Cabin and east towards Como.  This area had 
been the scene of early day placering using handwork and animal labor.   The Cooley brothers were the 
first to use modern machine equipment on a large scale.

After extensive prospecting of the area, operations 
started in April of 1941.  Results indicated that there 
was four to five million yards of dredgeable deposit.  
Gold was going for $35 an ounce at the time.  It was 
determined that due to the short seven to eight month 
season, they would need to remove 80,000 - 100,000 
cubic yards of material a month.  A Bodinson Dredge 
was purchased and moved down from Boulder,  Montana 
and a 14-mile 13,200-volt power line was built in 
from Fairplay.

Pacific Hotel in Como Colorado during Como's boom years.
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